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INSTRUCTOR:  Chef J Sherman E-MAIL:  jsherman@alvinisd.net 
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WELCOME TO: 

 

Advanced Culinary Arts 
 

Dual Credits Include: 

 

Term and Year: Fall 2019 

Course Title:  Sanitation and Safety 

Course Number:  CHEF 1205 

Credit Hours: 2 

 

Course Title: Basic Food Preparation 

Course Number: CHEF 1301 

Credit Hours: 3 

 

Term and Year: Spring 2020 
Course Title: Fundamentals of Baking  

Course Number:  PSTR 1301 

Credit Hours: 3 

 
 

Classroom Location: B103 

 

A. COMMUNICATING WITH YOUR INSTRUCTOR: The preferred method of communicating with your instructor is through 
the instructor email or you may call me.  Please leave your first and last name, a phone number or an e-mail address where I can 
contact you and explain what you need to discuss with me. I will normally respond within 24 hours Monday-Thursday and by the 
next business day on Friday-Sunday. 

 

B. REQUIRED UNIFORMS & TEXTBOOK 

Uniforms will be required when in the lab. Please refer to Uniform Information Sheet for details. 

Attire 
White Long Sleeve Chef Coat with no embroidery 

Black Chef Pants 

White Skull Chef Hat 

Black Slip Resistant Shoes 

 

Grooming 
Nails will be trimmed low with no nail polish 

Hair is to be pulled back in a ponytail or bun 

No excessive makeup or false eyelashes 

No earrings larger than a stud. No rings, necklaces or bracelets. 

No cologne or perfume. 

http://www.alvincollege.edu/


 
 

Textbooks will be provided for in- class use only. 

 

C. PRE-REQUISITE COURSES: 

Introduction to Culinary Arts  

Culinary Arts I 

 

 

D. CORE REQUIREMENTS (Only required for CORE courses) 

As part of the Texas and ACC Core Curriculum, students in this course will gain a foundation of knowledge in human cultures 

and the physical and natural world, develop principles of personal and social responsibility for living in a diverse world, and 

advance intellectual and practical skills that are essential for all learning. The chart below details the core requirements that are 

applicable to this course, the activities in which students will participate to develop skills in the required areas, a determination of 

how students’ mastery of those areas will be assessed, and the level of expertise students are expected to demonstrate. Please note 

that these requirements are already included in the computation of the course grade and not a separate grade. 

 

* Core Objective 

 Critical Thinking Skills: to include creative 

thinking, innovation, inquiry, and analysis, 

evaluation and synthesis of information.  

 

 Communication-Written: effective 

development, interpretation and expression of 

ideas 

 Communication-Oral: effective development, 

interpretation and expression of ideas 

 Communication-Visual: effective development, 

interpretation and expression of ideas 

 Empirical and Quantitative Skills: to include 

the manipulation and analysis of numerical data 

or observable facts resulting in informed 

conclusions.  

 

 Teamwork: to include the ability to consider 

different point of view and to work effectively 

with others to support a shared goal.  

 

 Social Responsibility: to include intercultural 

competency, knowledge of civic responsibility, 

and the ability to engage effectively in regional, 

national, and global communities.  

 

 Personal Responsibility: to include the ability to 

connect choices, actions, and consequences to 

ethical decision-making.  

 

          *Indicates core areas required for this course 
 

 

E. EXAMS AND MAJOR ASSIGNMENTS 

There will be quizzes during this class.  There will also be a practical exam.   
 

F. POLICIES ABOUT COURSEWORK AND DEADLINES 
Ten points will be deducted for each day an assignment is late.  

If you miss a quiz, the quiz can be made up outside of class by appointment with written doctor’s note.  It must be made up 
by the end of the next class week.  It is the responsibility of the student to make up the quiz.  
 
 

 



 
G. GRADING SUMMARY 

Daily Grade       50% 
Homework/Quizzes       25% 
Final             25% 
Total              100% 
 
Daily Grade: 
Your daily grade is based on your efforts during lecture, Lab and Warm-ups.   
It is okay to make mistakes if you learn from them.  The mistake is only when you do not try or learn from your 
efforts.  Your daily grade includes being in proper uniform, being prepared for class, getting into lab with the 
required information for each days production. 
 

H. CLASS & CATERED EVENTS ATTENDANCE POLICY  

 Attendance is mandatory. Students are expected to be on time. It disrupts the class when a student arrives after 
class/event has started. If a student misses more than 3 classes through absences, being tardy or leaving early 
their final grade may be lowered. Your instructor will keep records of absences, tardiness and leaving early.  

 An excused absence is an absence that is reported to the instructor and includes documented proof of student 
illness or that of a family member. If the student is absent due to a death in the immediate family, 
documentation must be forwarded to the instructor.   

 In the event of an absence it is the responsibility of the student to get copies of all notes, handouts, 
assignments, etc from other students.  Students have 7 days to make up any missed work with an excused 
absence. It is the student’s responsibility to schedule this.   

 All Students are required to participate in cleaning. Any student not participating in cleaning will receive a one 
grade letter deduction. 

 

I. WITHDRAWING FROM CLASS/COLLEGE 
It is recommended that the student talk to the instructor before withdrawing. Current course withdrawal information can be found 

in the printed version of the ACC Schedule for this semester or online at ACC Course Withdrawal Instructions. Students who 

file withdrawal requests by the published deadline and have not exceeded the withdrawal maximum will receive a grade of W. 

 

Six Drop Limit 
The Texas Legislature passed a ruling that limits the number of classes a student can drop during their years as an undergraduate 

student to six. This policy applies to any student who was a first time college freshmen fall, 2007, or later, who attends a Texas 

public institution of higher education. Courses dropped while attending a private or out of state college do not count toward the 

six drop limit. For further information, refer to the ACC Catalog or contact Student Services. 

 

J. GRADE APPEAL PROCESS 

Students have one year from the date of the grade assignment to challenge a grade. Refer to the grade appeal process as published 

in the ACC Catalog at http://www.alvincollege.edu/Programs-Degrees/Course-Catalogs. 

 

K. CLASS ATTENDANCE POLICY  

JB Hensler College and Career Academy Dual Credit students are required to attend classes. If an absence is unavoidable, the 

student is responsible for completing all work missed during the absence. Instructors will not withdraw students for non-

attendance, except in developmental courses. Absences in excess of two weeks are to be reported to the Instructor.  

 

L. CODE OF ACADEMIC INTEGRITY AND HONESTY  
Alvin Community College students are members of an institution dedicated to the pursuit of knowledge through a formalized 

program of instruction and learning. At the heart of this endeavor, lie the core values of academic integrity which include honesty, 

truth, and freedom from lies and fraud. Because personal integrity is important in all aspects of life, students at Alvin Community 

College are expected to conduct themselves with honesty and integrity both in and out of the classroom. Incidents of academic 

dishonesty will not be tolerated and students guilty of such conduct are subject to severe disciplinary measures.  

 

M. CLASSROOM PROTOCOL  

It is the right of each student to participate in his or her learning, and it is the responsibility of each student to not interfere with the 

learning of other students. It is the expectation of the college that each student assumes the responsibility to follow college policies 

and procedures governing classroom conduct on campus and online. This information is published in the ACC Student Handbook 

on page 42.  http://www.alvincollege.edu/Portals/0/dualcredit/pdfs/dc_handbook.pdf 

http://www.alvincollege.edu/Enrollment-Services-Center/Registrars-Office%20-%208
http://www.alvincollege.edu/Portals/0/advisingservices/pdfs/Six_Drop_Policy.pdf
http://www.alvincollege.edu/Programs-Degrees/Course-Catalogs
http://www.alvincollege.edu/Portals/0/dualcredit/pdfs/dc_handbook.pdf


 
 

There is a NO CELL PHONE POLICY, during this class period. Leave it in your bag or your locker. It is 

important that I have your full attention during this class period as we are discussing important class material. It is also unsanitary 

to handle your phone and food products. 

 
 

N. EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION 

JB Hensler College and Career Academy and Alvin Community College are dedicated to student success. As part of its ongoing 

improvement efforts, students will provide input for each course prior to the end of the semester enrolled. Evaluations will be 

completed in either online or paper format as directed by the Office of Institutional Effectiveness & Research.  

 

O. ACC ACADEMIC SUCCESS AND SUPPORT SERVICES 

 

The ACC Tutoring/Learning Lab, located upstairs in building A, provides students with a variety of services including tutoring 

(math, writing, and other disciplines); computers and printers; and tables/carrels. Call 281-756-3566 or visit the ACC 

Tutoring/Learning Lab Website for more information. 

 

The ACC Library is an excellent source for research and writing help. Quiet rooms are available for studying and doing class 

work. For more information, visit the ACC Library Website or call 281-756-3559. 

 

ACC Counseling Services assist students with issues that may negatively impact academic success. To contact a counselor, call 

the office of Advising Services at 281-756-353.  

 

Americans with Disabilities Act  
ACC complies with ADA and 504 Federal guidelines by affording equal access to individuals who are seeking an education. 

Students who have a disability and would like classroom accommodations must register first with the Office of Disability 

Services, A 136, or call 281-756-3533. Instructors are not able to provide accommodations until the proper process has been 

followed. 

 

Assessment and Care Team (ACT)  
The Assessment and Care Team is committed to improving community safety through a proactive, collaborative, coordinated, 

objective, and thoughtful approach to the prevention, identification, assessment, intervention and management of situations that 

pose a threat to the safety and well-being of the campus community. To educate and empower all members of the College com-

munity, resources and procedures are in place to prevent, deter, and respond to concerns regarding acts of violence. Alvin Com-

munity College offers assistance to departments and individuals in detecting indicators for concern and resources to protect them-

selves and their environments.  

 

The Alvin Community College ACT accepts reports regarding any individual or incident at any time through an online referral 

form on the Assessment and Care Team page at http://www.alvincollege.edu/ACT, direct email to: 

ACareTeam@alvincollege.edu, or by contacting the Alvin Community College Police Department at 281-756-3700 or  

832-250-3365 (after hours).  
 

MY Blackboard support can be obtained by completing the Online Support Form.  

 

WEBACCESS, Passwords or ACC Computer Lab Information: If you experience problems with WebACCess, please call the 

Help Desk at 281-756-3544 or email helpdesk@alvincollege.edu. 

  

P. MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING AND SUICIDE PREVENTION SERVICES 
As a student, you may experience a range of challenges that can interfere with learning, such as strained relationships, increased 

anxiety, substance use, feeling down, difficulty concentrating, and/or lack of motivation. These mental health concerns or 

stressful events may diminish your academic performance and/or reduce your ability to participate in daily activities.  Advising 

services employs two Licensed Professional Counselors who can assist students with issues that negatively impact academic 

success. Consultation and referrals are confidential. The Counseling Referral form is located at: 

http://www.alvincollege.edu/CounselingServices.aspx 

 

Emergencies: 

If you or someone you know at ACC feels overwhelmed, hopeless, depressed, and/or is thinking about dying by suicide, 

supportive services are available by requests at the Enrollment Services Center or by calling 281-756-3531, ask for a Counselor. 

You may also call the National Suicide Prevention Hotline 1-800-273-8255. This is a 24 hour, toll free, confidential suicide 

http://www.alvincollege.edu/Tutoring-Learning-Lab
http://www.alvincollege.edu/TutoringLearningLab.aspx
http://www.alvincollege.edu/TutoringLearningLab.aspx
http://www.alvincollege.edu/Library
http://www.alvincollege.edu/Library.aspx
http://www.alvincollege.edu/Mental-Health-Wellness
http://www.alvincollege.edu/ACT
file:///C:/Users/chef/Downloads/ACareTeam@alvincollege.edu
http://www.alvincollege.edu/myBlackboard
http://form.jotform.co/form/50332665454858
http://www.alvincollege.edu/WebACCess12
tel:281-756-3544
mailto:helpdesk@alvincollege.edu
http://www.alvincollege.edu/CounselingServices.aspx


 
prevention hotline available to anyone in suicidal crises or emotional distress. If, however, you or someone you know is in an 

immediate crisis, go to the nearest Emergency Room, or call 911. 

 

Q. DISCLAIMER  

(The instructor reserves the right to modify this syllabus as needed and will notify the students of any changes using email or 

Blackboard.)  

 

 

Course Title:  Sanitation and Safety 

Course Number:  CHEF 1205 

Credit Hours: 2 

 
Term and Year: Fall 2019 

 
R. COURSE DESCRIPTION  

A study of personal cleanliness; sanitary practices in food preparation; causes, investigation, control of illness caused by 
food contamination (Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points); and work place standards. 

 

 

S. STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 

 

1.0 Discuss the sanitation challenge. 
2.0 Understand the flow of food through the operation (HACCP). 
3.0 Describe clean and sanitary facilities and equipment. 
4.0 Understand accident prevention and crisis management. 
5.0 Discuss sanitation management. 
 
1.0 Discuss the sanitation challenge. 
1.a Define food borne illness, outbreak, clean and sanitation 
1.b Discuss the reasons for managing a sanitary foodservice operation 
1.c Discuss the roles of food, people, and facilities in the problem of food borne illness 
1.f Identify the goals of a sanitation program and the role of thefoodservice manager in the program 
1.g Identify ways to market sanitation to employees and the public 
1.h Discuss the need for a Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point food safety system in foodservice 

establishments 
1.i Define microorganism 
1.k List the major types of micro-organisms of interest to foodservice operators 
1.l Discuss the relationship between microorganisms and food borne illness 
1.m Describe the environmental conditions that encourage the growth of bacteria 
1.n Define virus, and recognize the differences between viruses and bacteria 
1.o Describe the general characteristics of parasites, molds, and yeasts 
1.p Know both the harmful and the beneficial effects of microorganisms 
1.q Describe the relationship between HACCP and micro-organisms 
1.r Name three categories of hazards to the safety of food 
1.s List the most common food borne illnesses 
1.t Describe the symptoms and causative agents of the most common food borne illnesses 
1.u List measures to control food borne illnesses caused by biological hazards 
1.v Discuss how contamination and cross-contamination of foods can occur and how it can be successful 
1.w Identify the foods most often implicated in food borne illness outbreaks 
1.x Describe chemical hazards to food and how they can be prevented 
1.z Describe physical hazards to food and how they can be prevented 
1.aa Identify personal hygiene practices essential for foodservice employees 



 
1.bb Describe the elements of a program of good hygiene and safe food handling practices 
1.cc Establish situations when hand washing is necessary 
1.dd Describe and demonstrate the proper steps involved in hand washing 
1.ee Discuss the important role of the manager in maintaining sanitary conditions in the facility and among food 

handlers 
1.ff Identify good supervision procedures to use to make sure that sanitation rules and practices are followed by 

employees 
 
 
 
2.0 Understand the flow of food through the operation (HACCP). 
2.a Describe the HACCP system of food safety 
2.b Define the terms: hazard, risk, flow of food and critical control point 
2.c Identify potentially hazardous foods 
2.d Evaluate menu items 
2.e Create a flow chart for each potentially hazardous food item on a menu 
2.f Design a recipe to include critical control points 
2.g Describe the seven steps in implementing a HACCP system 
2.h Recognizing the foodservice manager's responsibility to purchase safe food 
2.i Select, calibrate and use a food thermometer 
2.j List the rules for receiving and inspecting incoming food 
2.k Measure internal temperatures of different foods 
2.l Describe the government's food inspection and grading programs 
2.m Detect the signs of spoiled, unsafe, and unacceptable food 
2.n Identify when and how to reject a food shipment 
2.o Discuss the principles of storage 
2.p Describe the FIFO method of stock rotation 
2.q Identify the proper product temperatures for foods in storage 
2.r Create a flowchart for storage of potentially hazardous foods 
2.s Describe the proper refrigerator and freezer storage procedures for most common foods 
2.t Describe proper dry storage procedures and recommended storage times for most common foods 
2.u Define the time-and-temperature principle 
2.v Describe the proper techniques for thawing food items 
2.w Identify critical control points in preparation, serving, cooling, and re-serving food items using a flowchart 
2.y Describe how the critical control points can be monitored and what corrective actions should be taken when 

a specific CCP is not met 
2.z Define cross-contamination and list ways to prevent its occurrence 
2.aa Identify temperatures for cooking, hot-holding, and reheating specific food items 
2.bb Describe methods for sanitary holding of hot foods and leftovers 
2.cc Discuss sanitary service techniques 
2.dd Describe the proper methods for cooling items 
2.ee Identify the operating requirements for central kitchens, mobile, temporary and vending machine 

operations 
 
3.0 Describe clean and sanitary facilities and equipment. 
3.a Discuss the sanitation requirements of a plan review 
3.b List the desirable characteristics for interior building materials 
3.c Determine the arrangement and installation of equipment for efficiency 
3.d Assess the sanitary design and materials for equipment 
3.e Define cross-connection and back-flow, and describe circumstances under which each might occur 
3.f List the functions of a ventilation system 
3.g Identify the sanitary features for a garbage storage and disposal area 



 
3.h Describe methods of solid waste management 
3.i Define the terms cleaning and sanitizing 
3.j List the factors that influence the effectiveness of cleaning 
3.k Describe different kinds of cleaning agents and how they are used 
3.l Know the principles of sanitizing 
3.m Identify different methods of cleaning and sanitizing 
3.n Discuss heat and chemical sanitizing methods and materials 
3.o List the factors that can affect the action of chemical sanitizers 
3.p Describe requirements for a machine cleaning and sanitizing program 
3.q Identify requirements for manual cleaning and sanitizing program 
3.r Establish a hazard communication program for employees 
3.s Explain the material safety data sheet (MSDS) and chemical labeling 
3.t Conduct a thorough survey of the cleaning needs of a food service 
3.u Devise a master cleaning schedule 
3.v Create cleaning procedures for the jobs listed on the master cleaning schedule for employees to use 
3.w Name typical products and tools for effective cleaning and sanitizing 
3.x Identify the main factors and procedures for developing and supervising a cleaning program 
 
4.0 Understand accident prevention and crisis management. 
4.a Define integrated pest management (IPM) 
4.b Identify types of pests that might infest a foodservice establishment  
4.c Identify the conditions that encourage pests to enter the establishment, live, and reproduce 
4.d Explain how those conditions can be prevented 
4.e Discuss precautions for the use, storage and disposal of pesticides 
4.f Develop a working relationship with a pest control operator (PCO) 
4.g Describe the control methods used by a PCO 
4.h Define accident 
4.i Identify safety hazards in a foodservice establishment 
4.j Explain how to eliminate or offset hazards 
4.k Implement and monitor an effective accident prevention program 
4.l Identify actions to take in the event of an accident 
4.m Define a foodservice crisis and describe how it differs from an accident 
4.n Define crisis management 
4.o Describe the characteristics of a crisis 
4.p List the three stages of crisis management 
4.q Identify methods for establishing a crisis management plan 
4.r Implement procedures to follow during and after a foodborne illness outbreak 
4.s Discuss how managers should deal with the media and public during a crisis 
4.t Explain how to evaluate the crisis management plan after a crisis 
 
 
 
5.0 Discuss sanitation management. 
5.a Perform sanitation self-inspections in their establishment 
5.b Know the major governmental bodies regulating the foodservice industry 
5.c Explain the role of governmental regulation 
5.d Define the terms: standard, regulation, guideline and ordinance 
5.e Recognize how to get the most out of a health department sanitation inspection 
5.f Identify various trade and professional organizations 
5.g Explain the difference between a HACCP-based versus a traditional inspection 
5.h Plan an effective employee sanitation training program 
5.i Prepare and evaluate training objectives 



 
5.j List the essential elements in a sanitation training program 
5.k Describe the different methods and materials that can be used for conducting successful training sessions 
5.l List techniques for reinforcing and evaluating employee sanitation training 
5.m Explain how training outcomes can be measured and evaluated 
 

 

 

Course Title:  Basic Food Preparation 

Course Number:  CHEF 1301 

Credit Hours: 3 

 

Term and Year: Fall 2019 
 

 

A. COURSE DESCRIPTION  

A study of the fundamentals of food preparation and cookery to include the Brigade 
System, cooking techniques, material handling, heat transfer, sanitation, safety, 
nutrition and professionalism. 
 

 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1.0 Demonstrate skills in knife, tool and equipment handling and operate equipment safely and correctly. 
2.0 Demonstrate proficiency in dry and moist heat cooking methods. 
3.0 Produce a variety of food products applying principles of food handling and preparation. 
4.0 Implement professional standards in food production. 

 
1.0 Demonstrate skills in knife, tool and equipment handling and operate equipment safely and correctly. 
1.a Demonstrate the proper and safe handling of knives; including appropriate knife selection for the task. 
1.b Understand the reasons for and demonstrate proper knife cuts 
1.c. Demonstrate correct and safe tool and equipment use 
1.d Demonstrate cleaning, sanitization and care of knifes, tools and equipment 
1.e Demonstrate ability to interpret and convert standardized recipes 
 
2.0 Demonstrate proficiency in dry and moist heat cooking methods 
2.a Demonstrate the dry heat methods of cookery; sauté, broil, grill, deep fry, pan fry, pan broil, roast, bake 
2.b Demonstrate the moist heat methods of cookery; boil, simmer, braise, submerge poach, shallow poach, steam 
2.c Discuss how heat is transferred and how this process relates to dry and moist heat cooking methods 
 
3.0 Produce a variety of food products applying principles of food handling and preparation 
3.a Demonstrate the preparation of a variety of food items including: meats, seafood, poultry, vegetables, grains and 

starches 
3.b Demonstrate proper and safe storage and handling of food products 
 
4.0 Implement professional standards in food production 
4.a Understand the Brigade System 
4.b Discuss team work in the food service industry 
4.c Discuss standards of professionalism 
4.d Understand the quality standards of prepared foods 
4.e Understand the need for sanitation and food safety in the food 

 



 

Course Title: Fundamentals of Baking 

Course Number: PSTR 1301 

Credit Hours: 3 

 
Term and Year: Spring 2020 

 

 

 

A. COURSE DESCRIPTION: Fundamentals of baking including dough, quick breads, pies, cakes, cookies, tarts and doughnuts. 

Instruction in flours, fillings and ingredients. Topics include baking terminology, tool and equipment use, formula conversions, 

functions of ingredients and the use of proper flours. 

 

B. STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 

By the end of this course the student will be able to: 

 

1.   Identify and explain baking terms, ingredients, equipment and tools  

2.  Demonstrate scaling and measuring ingredients  

3.  Understand how to convert and cost recipes  

4.  Demonstrate safe operation of baking equipment and tools  

5.  Demonstrate the preparation of yeast products  

6.  Discuss and demonstrate the preparation of quick breads  

7.  Discuss and demonstrate the preparation of pies & tarts  

8.  Discuss and demonstrate the preparation of cookies  

9.  Demonstrate the production and various cakes and icings  

10.  Demonstrate cake decorating techniques. 

11.  Understand and discuss the quality standards of baked items. 

 

T. COURSE OUTLINE 

1.0 Identify and explain baking terms, ingredients, equipment and tools 
1.a Understand and explain common baking terms  
1.b Identify common ingredients used in the production of baked items  
1.c Identify equipment and tools used in the bake shop 
  
2.0 Demonstrate scaling and measuring ingredients  
2.a Accurately demonstrate scaling technique in the bake shop  
2.b Explain and demonstrate measuring techniques used in the bake shop  
 
3.0 Understand how to convert and cost recipes  
3.a Demonstrate the conversion of recipes  
3.b Demonstrate the costing of recipes  
3.c Demonstrate the costing of recipes to determine selling price  
3.d Demonstrate the costing of recipes to determine food cost percentage  
 
4.0 Demonstrate safe operation of baking equipment and tools  
4.a Demonstrate the safe operation of mixers, food processors and the other mechanized equipment in the bake 

shop  
4.b Demonstrate the safe operation of ovens, burners, and other heated appliances in the bake shop  
 
5.0 Demonstrate the preparation of yeast products  
5.a Demonstrate the preparation of French bread, soft rolls and hard rolls  
5.b Demonstrate the preparation of laminate doughs  
 
6.0 Discuss and demonstrate the preparation of quick breads 
6.a Demonstrate the preparation of quick breads including muffins, biscuits and loaves  



 
 
7.0 Discuss and demonstrate the preparation of pies & tarts  
7.a Discuss the various types of pies and tarts  
7.b Demonstrate the preparation of single and double crust pies  
7.c Demonstrate the blind baking of pie and tart shells  
7.d Demonstrate the preparation of fruit, cream and custard pies  
7.e Demonstrate the preparation of creme patissier 
7.f Demonstrate the preparation of tarts  
 
8.0 Discuss and demonstrate the preparation of cookies.  
8.a Understand the various types of cookies  
8.b Describe the quality characteristics of cookies  
8.c Demonstrate the preparation of refrigerator, dropped and bar cookies  
 
9.0 Demonstrate the production and various cakes and icings  
9.a Demonstrate the preparation of high ratio cakes  
9.b Demonstrate the preparation of foam cakes  
9.c Demonstrate the preparation of buttercream frosting 
 
10.0 Demonstrate cake decorating techniques  
10.a Demonstrate the filling, frosting and decorating of cakes  
 
11.0 Understand and discuss the quality standards of baked items  
11.a Understand and discuss the quality standards of various items produced in the bake shop  

 
 

 


